
 

Astrophysicist Stephen Hawking, and Pier Luigi Tenci 
Archaeologist’s Astronomer, joint in the:  

 
«United Universal Law»1 

 
Introduction 
 
....Don’t be impressed by the obsolete terminology of the introduction, which properly is the one 
of the Holy Scriptures and reached us through thousands years. 
On the whole, instead, it has properly to do with what it is written in it, besides the scientific texts 
quoted in the bibliography. My assignment was to “receive” and recognize the “Password” 
needed to decode sentences, numbers and events otherwise incomprehensible..... 
 
....We can compare this work to a big gold nugget given to an Aboriginal: he 
wouldn’t know any value for his life and would eventually throw it against a 
kangaroo passing by to kill him and feed himself and his family.  
This metaphor means that this work has an inestimable value in the course of time 
as well as when the Aboriginal is brought in the western world he will then 
comprehend the huge value that “stone” as for the western world, but he doesn’t 
own it anymore...... 
 
This metaphor tells us that the patrimony of this 
discovery cannot end up into wrong hands that 
would miss its value and meaning; on the other 
hand it cannot be hidden because it belongs to the 
man on earth and I would swear against the Holy 
Trinity2 if I went on hiding it. 
My work cannot be splitted because each parts 
of it wouldn’t have any meaning. 
I am sure that I have to start to propagate the contents not through Publishers, but I 
am looking for an Institutions capable of protecting and propagating it. 
You also have to consider that the contents of the work can be censored only when 
my personal considerations have fallen, but no one will be permitted to change the 
contents of the sentences originated by a scientific documentation regarding ancient 
civilizations. 
In the same way, what is written and originates from the Holy Scriptures will have 
to be drawn up in full. 
The transcription into computers equipped with the latest calculation programs, 
scientific and graphical design will have to be performed by groups of skilled 
science-men and technicians . 

                                         
1 See: «The Cosmic Edge»  on my “First Revelation’s Book”. 
2 According to Luca, Marco and Matteo in the orthodox Gospels and according to Tommaso in the Gnostic Gospels, 
the word of Jesus Christ is clear: “   there is no forgiveness either on earth nor in sky for who swears against the Holy 
Trinity...”, that is for who swear the message of the Origin. If I didn’t propagate the discovery I would violate this 
Commandment given by Jesus Christ 2000 years ago. 
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Work will have to be performed with discretion and will require an important 
financial commitment to pay for the services of the various professional men. 
The final edition will have to be written in different languages, with an accurate 
supervision by scholars and science-men. 
I believe that only a big titled ‘Institution’ will be able to insure it against a 
burdensome loss for the cultural patrimony of the future generations. 
As concerns me personally I can state that the contents of the work do not belong to 
me but are “Sacred” because they come from the Universal Codes; I have 
discovered the Key but I did not create it! Thus I do not claim to have any right to 
put my knowledge to lucrative purposes. 
I only want the paternity of the discovery and the recognition of my job I sustained 
to make it intelligible to the groups of study that are going to analyze it. 
The drawing up and publications of the work, as well as its successive working out, 
would then involve a number of people greatly motivated. The profits will be 
partially devolved to help poor people given them the “knowledge” while the rest 
will be re-invested for the scientific research, respecting the “Law of the new ERA”3 
which has just begun. 
What above stated could be embarazing, but there is no other way to express. 
All this is like the sowing, if no seed is sown there will be no harvest to feed the 
future generations. 
 
Pier Luigi Tenci  
 
    
 
 
 
 
 

 
The “Secret Code” enclosed in the pyramids of Khufu and 

Khephren 
 
Subsist an “able Code” to transmit some secrets to us that they govern the evolution of the 
cosmos and the life?   
These secrets if it reveals to you, could conduces us to the acquaintance of precise physicist-
biological ties with the DNA, in mathematical and scientific access?   
 
From always philosophers, scientists and thinkers place this question, to the base of the existence 
of the homo sapiens.  From always they answer themselves in cryptic terms in various keys:  
Para-logic, mystics or fatalistic, difficultly acceptable second canons the typical empiricist-
rationales of modern science.  On these canons I found the older study that I go to introduce.   
 

                                         
3 From the studies it comes out the Cosmic Calendar of the “ Solar Quadrant” and from these calculations result is 
that the Era I called the “Holy Sphinx” has begun in February 1998. It is said that in this Era man should show more 
respect to the Message of the Origin handed on througth the millenium. If man goes on the way he has come on to 
ower the last centuries, man kind risks to die out together with most of the Planet. 
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This mine would mean to communicate in synthesis the contents of the scientific discovery 
relative note to the Code transmitted to us, from the Antic Egyptians. 
 

 
Historical signals 
 
Many students are sure of the existence remained to all today hidden or secret, of a 
universal origin to which in some way, they reached the clergymen of the ancient 
civilizations.  
They suppose that on this instrument some immortals works are founded, like as an 
example the Egyptian Pyramids destined to hand on cosmic secrets to the posterity.    
Today it has been possible to discover that such Code hid in part also in strange 
small objects4 re-emerged from the diggings in sands of Egypt in recent age and 
they, (belonged to the predynastic period of beyond 6000 years ago), would be 
repeated the “Module Cosmic” inborn in the table of King Narmer I 5, from which 
the units of measure to the base of the entire human knowledge derived today.   
The recent discovery evidences and demonstrates that the messages of the Origin is 
transmitted from very long times through the eternal works of ancient civilizations, 
like that Maltese, Egyptian and the innumerable of Asian origin Indhuist and 
Buddhist, Atzeca, Mayan, Inca and from many others, much remoter, than which 
they exist only least objects of inestimable scientific value. 
 

Usefulness of the discovery  
 
The reading of such Code will concur with the scientist’s current to recognize the 
Origins6 of the ties mathematic to us and physical constants to they you notice, like 
as an example that one of the symbol p.  From the study it turns out like such 
parameters, uses you from our science experiences them, were perfectly famous sin 
from the night of the times.  With the same instrument it is succeeded in to perceive 
the thin thread that can tie the knowledge to the important one, like previewed in 

                                         
4 They are called generically tables from make-up.  Some are most important for their mathematical content and many of 
they are conserved in the Egyptian Museum of Turin (see bibl.)  
5 In the Table the main mathematical parameter is of enclosed fact the "Cosmic Module" deriving from the decomposition 
according to the Code transmitted from Khufu and Khephren, of the diameters of planets of our Solar System puts into 
effect them. 
 
6 They will be able to verify that all the human knowledge until today acquired, it is inborn in the "Cosmic Memory" 
in which it has been granted to reach to the men Illuminates to you, or equips you of a particular DNA, sin from the 
remoter ages.  The Astronomers will be able to know the configuration of the solar system before the fall of the 
immense asteroid that upset not only the earth, but also the last planets of the Solar System. 
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the Code of the Pyramids of Khufu and Khephren.  Such discovery will represent, 
for many students, one inexhaustible source for new scientific developments. 
 

Com' has happened the discovery and some signal on the new 
contents  
 
Such acquaintances who I am about myself to diffuse through a book to 
divulgation7 novelistic character, is landed in the hardly slid decade; the integral 
version of the work contains all it elaborates to you mathematic to us, physicists, 
chemical let alone the diagrams of the multiple transcribed architectonic 
decodification on precise Cosmic scale.  All that properly will be rendered on digital 
disc them for being able intelligible to be analyzed from the students.   
They are graphical numerous contents in rigid mathematical scale with the Table 
the 23 of the Great Geographic Atlas De Agostini and also decompositions of the 
numbers, brought back in the versions originates them of the Sacred witnesses 
Buddhist8 joints until to our time.  The Buddhist and Maltese codes of Tarxien, 
Hagar Qim, Gcantija, today decipherable, sanction the tie of the universal physical 
constants.  You the numbers brought back from the ancient writings of Old 
Testament let alone geometries of plan of sculptural works of previous going back 
civilizations acknowledge also to approximately 25000 years ago of the Renano-
Danubiano period.  The work or best, the “developed Code” in 7 books, contains 
also the first indications that they pushed to me to feed the distance that carried 
subsequently to the discovery.  I began to study those first slim elements in first 
years 70; from then the search it is developed with mathematical rigor. 
  

Synthesis on the contents of the “Code” 
Information for the reader 
 
This short narration has the task to indicate one new dimension to us, towards which the 
discovery as soon as happened, gradually it will transport to us.  The size of the job, enclosed in 
the written ones that they illustrate the contents of the discovery, is immense and in these words 
that will follow, here it is only a first rich introductory contact of scientific references.  
 
Today the man is unfolding every half that 
the modern technology offers to it, in order to 
try to reveal the mystery that they always give 
wraps the Egyptian Pyramids, but the true 
treasure is not an object hidden between the 
walls sluices of the Pyramid of Khufu and it 
is not constituted from written or valuable 

                                         
7 The book, repropose the spread to popular character of the arguments in issue.  Attached, for the students, DVD will be a 
digital disc them, in which the 7 books will be transcribed in integral shape that constitute the "Code", with all the graphical 
representations and the adopted mathematical model 
8 In the text of bibliographical reference, many numbers appear that apparently are incomprehensible; but thanks to 
the reading of the Code transmitted from Khufu and Khephren, these numbers assume a very various configuration 
and become instrument essential in order to identify one multitude of happened events and to happen in our Earth. 
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precious stones:  it is hidden in entire the its Essence that is in its essential reason 
for which it has been realized beyond 4500 years ago.   
 
They9 and not only the pyramid of Khufu, have yes the Great Treasure and are of 
value immense and hung how much at least the reason to exist of the human 
species in this Earth.  That Treasure reaches from the Sum Wisdom inborn in the 
“Cosmic Memory”, the Archives of the Universal Wisdom to which it has been 
given to reach in the millennia10 to the Illuminates men. 
 
The Ancient Egyptian11, in particular way, were they too illuminate to you and it 
they were in powerful way much and strict one and had the precise task to transmit 
the demonstration to us of the existence of the “Cosmic Memory” and in order to 
allow that that happened had to realize perennial works, such that could be 
conserved intact in the millennia so that the Message in they hidden, it was 
uncovered to time debit from the man who will have to enter prepared in the new 
Era of according to Solar quadrant that will last others 5830,8 years.  
If that Universal Message had gone dispersed12 in this new Era13 the man could 
have extinguished and that still is not admitted from the Celestial forces.   
The instructions are joints until today in way graduate them and progressive in 
function of the evolution of the universe of which the our Earth it makes part, 
through the Word handed on from the various Apostles of all the Messiah14 of all 
the times and of all the Earth, of the various remote ages; here where already the 
writing existed. 
 

                                         
9 The great Pyramids carriers of the immense Treasure are two:  Khufu and Khephren 
10 The Colonizer Man in the Cosmic Genius appears ago on earth 369,7 million years, in Denoviano with the fish 
and the bugs and had great lungs, (to the latitude of c.a. 30°) according to the calculations lead on the led back polar 
stereographic projection to the consistent conical projection of Lambert in the case of h=1. 
11 Their task of receivers, conservatives and emitters of the Code already had been get exhausted in the time of the 
Hyksos Cananei in the reference years on the Solar Quadrant (sees explanation more ahead) given 1763-1387 b.C. Il 
patrimony to you of their Wisdom was transferred previously until to the time of the spillage from Egypt of the 
people of Israel:  1387 - 1280 b.C. will reappear, in this interval, one reminiscence much vague one of the ancient 
Wisdom, in the time of Pharaoh Tutankhamon 1361-1352 b.C. 
12 The people of Israel could learn that Sum Wisdom and to save of the greater part in oral shape in order to hand on 
it to the posterity, at least came saved the shape that subsequently will be handed on from the Word contained in Old 
Testament.  The totality of the Message, that is the transmission of the Code, could not appear in that time because to 
the man still they had not been give the typical instruments to you of science experiences them modern acquired in 
the successes to you millennia until to our time.   
13 According to the achievable calculations with the Code of Khufu and Khephren, the new Was is begun in 1998 to 
17,48 hours hour of Greenwich, of day 30 of January.  This finds in the quadrant negative and in physics, the 
opposite half-sinusoid to that one is had of as soon as was finished.  The first signs of this temporal change, can be 
made to go back with certainty, to according to world-wide conflict.  In the new It was, the man comes place to 
acquaintance of this Cosmic truth and therefore, it will have to aware answer some, otherwise the human species 
could risk the extinction and great part to the earth to go destroyed.. 
14 According to the achievable calculations with the Code of Khufu and Khephren, the new Was is begun in 1998 to 
17,48 hours hour of Greenwich, of day 30 of January.  This finds in the quadrant negative and in physics, the 
opposite half-sinusoid to that one is had of as soon as was finished.  The first signs of this temporal change, can be 
made to go back with certainty, to according to world-wide conflict.  In the new It was, the man comes place to 
acquaintance of this Cosmic truth and therefore, it will have to aware answer some, otherwise the human species 
could risk the extinction and great part to the earth to go destroyed. 
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Or well that Treasure that all are trying, has been revealed to our eye and all will be 
able to see it and to rejoice of the immense brightness that it will transmit, to all the 
men of the Earth of the present and the future generations. 
Now that Treasure has been placed to our look, but also now reaffirmation the 
Universal instruction that imposes that to every gash granted on the mysteries of 
the Created one, to the man it is up greater knowledge and respect of the Universal 
laws, therefore as with sum Wisdom it is 
represented, as an example, in the transit from the 
Ancient one to the New Testament. 
I will try to wipe the aura mystery that wraps the 
Code, transmitting some tangible, chosen 
examples with attention, between that they 
express the best synergy of the existing tie between 
the human knowledge and the Universal Wisdom, 
conserved in the “Cosmic Memory”.    
 
(... I perceive the Reader that I will illustrate a infinitesimals part of that he is contained in the 
job.)   
 
It was the month of February of 1997, when in first evening, I invited some friends to take vision 
of the size15 of manuscripts, pertinent to the discovery of the Password16 that allowed me to 
approach the Code of Khufu and Khephren. 
To the present friends I introduced the argument more or less as it follows: 

 
«... This synthesis of presentation is proposed to illustrate a delicate, complex and not usual one 
topic much:  that one handed on from the human knowledge and Important for before the time 
the kinsmen in the Unit. 
... While You advance payment that the employment of the “Code of Khufu and Khephren”, 
concurs also the interpretation of events puts into effect them much serious, which note the 
destruction of the famous statues of the Buddha preaching like contemplated in 4° the making 
book part of my job, entitled “the Great Legend” 17 
 
...  Like you knows18, it is give approximately a year that my instinct guides to me towards the 
search of the emission of the Work; hour the serious happened fact to BÃMIYÃN (Afghanistan, 
Front Asia) 19 is primed perfectly in that ago part of my job, and pushed from this temporal 

                                         
15 They are enclosed in seven books and various hundreds of designs you execute yourself with extreme precision in 
the respect of the transmitted geometric scale from the Code. 
16 I have used this modern term in order to transmit the concept of Key of indispensable access for being able to 
decode the Universal invisibly but real "Codes" inborn in the pyramids of Khufu and Khephren.  Later on I will not 
speak more than Codes, but in order to simplify the language, I will limit myself to speak the singular one and will 
cite of the  Code... “I hope that with this my right clarification the architects planners of the Great Pyramids of To 
the Gizà to the Cairo "not me of will want"!!...” 
17 This book beyond to the statues in issue contains the Calendar of the "Solar Quadrant" obtained from the 
decodification of the numbers brought back from the remote civilizations of Asia and the decomposition of all the 
main architectonic works of Asia and the Mayan civilizations, Atzeca, Inca.  The contents of this book draw their 
origin from the bibliographical text:  "Aphorisms and Speeches Of the Buddha" edited by Mario Piantelli Editors 
Associate joint-stock corporation to you. 
18 Here it is reported to my friends 
19 That it is happening in Front Asia is involved all the people of the Earth and from the future behaviour of the 
Institutions of being able of the been involved People, the future of the human species could depend and of the planet 
Earth, being to how much it emerges from the studies lead in reference to the "Solar Quadrant" of as soon as was 
begun. 
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coincidence, comprising also that more it is not granted me to hesitate, I will try to write up a 
synthesis of the discovery that can as an example be introductory to the main message contained 
in my job:  the statues in issue, belonged to the works realized from the “Man Illuminated” in the 
respect of the “Universal Code of the Origin” e therefore, those men have destroyed a work that 
carried in is, the “Code” of the Origin.   
In the fourth book, the Statue of the “Preaching Buddha” 20, had been from me preventively 
decomposed characterizing of the constructive parameters, exactly in scale with “Cosmic 
Geometries of the Origin”, on Table 23 of Front Asia in the equidistant conical projection of 
Delisle of 1 to 12.000.000, like mathematically sanctioned from the “Code”, of the great pyramids 
of Khufu and read Khephren thanks to “password”.   
... I understand the embarrassment perfectly that it will create in you how much I am saying until 
to hour and how much I will say later on; but I will try to tranquilize to you assuring you that null 
of that I have written or designed or calculated, it does not belong already to the acquired human 
knowledge until today and the same one is worth for the innumerable ties, with the invisible 
world of the Important one, brought back from “the inviolate” Sacred witnesses, from which the 
life of the people of the Earth and the Universe depends.  
I will bring back you also some tangible fragments, features from my job where you will discover 
with the time and the introspective patience that they, belong to acquired science from we in the 
passed millennia, in first part of the “Solar Quadrant” 21!... » 
 
I illustrated they and to the par I will make with you readers, some examples contained in the 
“Code”.  You must know that the archaeology students, geology, and of the ancient religions, 
they have worked and they continue to work untiringly, in order to characterize the reading key 
in order to decipher those Universal geometric outlines mathematic to us and.  The scientists are 
sure of the existence and the fact, than they were to the base of the acquaintance sum of the great 
Clergymen or the Architects of the remote civilizations.  The students perfectly know that they 
erected their works with structures studied and calculated for being able to last many millennia, 
so that the “Universal Code” were transmitted intact to the posterity. 
 

Therefore I could cite:   
 
«... A Atzeca work, going back to year -324,5822 to radius 56,32 of the Solar Quadrant, called the 
Pyramid of the Sun to Teotihuacan in Mexico.  In this Pyramid of the Sun, there are sure 
currently incompressible architectonic anachronisms, as an example the anomalous angle-shot of 
the large-step main of access.  From the design of the "Cosmic Closing" the mathematical 

                                         
20 The decomposition of planimetry of the statue, Iv-v century, has been carried out in the month of June of 1991, 
using the antilogarithm of 1,5 + the antilogarithm of the second Code Khephren from which the exact reply of the 
height of the equal statue to the 53,16 m. antilogarithms derives it adopts derive to you from the decodification of the 
numbers lists in the text "Aphorisms and Speeches to you of the Buddha" (bibl. ref..). 
21 The "solar quadrant" is integrating part the design of the "Cosmic Closing" that is, of fact, "password" in issue and 
exactly is based mathematically on the relationship of the dimensions of the converted sun using the Code of Khufu.  The 
entire quadrant covers one circumference equivalent to the temporal conversion of the total duration of 23323,18 years.    
In the first quarter as soon as passed, the events happened in the millennia are marked the rhythm in the time that have 
preceded to us as an example:  in the year - 5830,79 are found to us to the radius projected on the normal plan to value zero 
and the known reference, is the "Table Sacred" of the predynastic period and at the same time to the presence of the time of 
Noè.  While in the year the -3139,12 projection of the radius on the normal plan is worth 11,43 and in that time King 
Narmer Remembers us and the same  table. As an example the exodus of Mosè and the 10 transmission of Commandments 
are found in the normal projection of the radius of value 39.31 in years - 1387,83 (even if historically it speaks itself about 
the 1280-90 b.C.)  .  If we want to slide quickly in the temporal quadrant we discover that Jesus Christ and the Gospels are 
found to year 0 and radius 61.4; while according to world-wide conflict it is found to the radius of 92,35.  The assumed 
died year of birth and of Buddha turns out to be in years - 547,38;  - 497,12, a good astronomer, equipped of good will and 
Lighting system from this give to you would be in a position to identifying the Code of Khufu..  
22 This date is calculable also second the words of the Buddha to II the logarithm, calculated from the decomposition of the 
numbers, brought back in the bibliographical text "Aphorisms and Speeches of the Buddha", thanks to the use of the Code 
rendered intelligible in my job. 
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reference emerges perfectly and geometric that inspired the Architect to angling that logical 
appearing perfectly to outside of proportional them, of the dimensions of the Pyramid. 
This example indicates with clarity that the illuminated Architect reached the geometric 
information in order to write up the plan from the “Cosmic Memory”.  Any geometrician will be 
able to verify said how much, the day in which will be able to exactly see the designs contained in 
the job.   
Now we bounce behind in the time and we return to King Narmer and in particular way, to the 
Votive stele the same, going back to the beginning of the protodinastica age that represents the 
Victoria of the King on the Delta.  The origin of this stele is Hierakonpolis one sacred city of the 
prehistoric reign of the Egypt high.   Now it is well that in this stele, is brought back the 
mathematical parameter that is to the base of Solar System 
puts into effect them and of the today famous cosmos.  
Perhaps it contains all recent the last appearances of the 
remotest going back galaxies to 36 billions of years ago. 
The Cosmic Module, the Sacred Cubit, pi and the 
dimensions of the “Plutoniana”23 exactly are 
mathematically tied between they and have origin exactly, 
from 20^ the part of the removal of the diameter of 
Mars put into effect them, from the diameter of Jupiter, both 
according to the Code of conversion of Khufu;  that is 
the Cosmic Module is worth:  4,766.   
The unified Sacred Cubit from King Gioser24, is originated from the relationship of the third part 
of the Cosmic Module on the semi difference of the codes of Khufu and Khephren and is worth 
52,43 m-2, also is obtained with good approximation, from the perimeter of the Sacred next side 
Triangle to 800/12mi on the Code of Khufu and is equal to:  52,38 with an approximation 936,3 
ppm25.   
The Cosmic Module, the pi, the diameter of the Earth puts into effect them according to the 
factor of conversion deriving from the “Code” of Khufu, is between they correlates to you from 
the following mathematical relation:  (1M-p) x 100 = Earth according to Khufu in the 
relationship of approximation of 788,4 ppm.  These examples demonstrate that in that Votive 
Stele of Re Narmer I, it was the “Universal Code” transmitted to the Artist that modelled it, that 
“Code” hour all you know that is inborn in the “Cosmic Memory”.  From the medical report of 
the Egyptian Museum of Turin n° 20093, it turns out that the Cosmic Closing is registered in the 
circumference of 476,63 and it, is correlated through the product with the «pi», the exact value of 
the hundredth part of the “Cosmic Module”. 
The astronomers, will be able immediately to verify these relationships derive to you from the 
calculation from our Solar System directly; but land we from how many years know all our Solar 
System?   
Sure from little years from how much he turns out reading the specialized reviews to me, in fact 
in the 1992 the students only could decide of the exact measures of Charon and Pluto, found with 
precision from the Hubble Space Telescope and, only after that its defect of astigmatism in the 
optical apparatus was repaired.   

                                         
23 The Plutoniana is the circumference in which the diameters respective of Pluto and Charon are registered, having 
for Pluto centre and its value turned out comprised between:  75,05 - 75,15 date from the arithmetic mean between 
75,3 and 74,8 respective from the decodification, of the finds of the Egyptian Museum of Turin nr.15583 and 15614, 
as from measures brought back on the design of the 21/05/90.  The Plutoniana is to the centre of the "Cosmic 
Closing" and on it, it rests the registered base of the "Sacred Triangle", of equal side to 800/12mi.  Its diameter 
expressed in kilometres therefore is comprised between:  5896,78 - 5904,76. 
24 Of this King of Saqqara belonged to the III^ dynasty around the 2650 b.C. it is not known very, but in its statue he is 
already inborn and obvious the Code that subsequently will be used in the planning that characterized the great pyramids of 
To the Gizà.  Its Pyramid the same to steps, represents a phase of the evolutionary stage in the construction of the pyramids, 
when they still did not have the right shipbuilding information, in order to execute the walls to smooth face; but the nails 
head placed close to the pyramid, enclose the Sum tied architectonic Wisdom to the Universal Code 
25 Parts for million. 
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The astronomers will amaze, when they will state that the calculation of their diameter in 
kilometres of 2339,03 - 2344,77 for Pluto and of 1218,71 - 1215.21 for Charon from concluded 
me, in the period comprised between the October and the November of 1990, using the 
“discovered Password”, supplied the exact values mathematic to us and they will interrogate 
themselves, strong of their methodologies he rations them and he experiences them, on the 
reasons that have allowed this fact!   
To the border of Solar System, there are some small planets that they annul the dynamic 
equilibrium of the gravitational laws, their discovery I have identified and calculated it in the 
period comprised between June and December of 1993 and is brought back in 6° the book.  The 
small planets they are 4 and I have calls them to you:  7,5 - 3,2 - 2 - 0,35 Khufu.   
Naturally all the procedure of the calculations is indicated is executed, bases to you on the 
dimensions of the molecule of silicon oxide26, decomposed according to the Code of Khufu, on 
the base of the formulas of Euclid, Pythagoras, Talete and Erone.    
Returning to our Earth, we will be able as an example to cite the case of famous students of 
“Physics of the solid Earth27”:  the Gasparini and the Mantovani authors of the same book.  They 
will find again just the job, decomposed and reconstructed in the exact ages in which the most 
devastating land cataclysms happened, had to the asteroid impact.  The “posthumous dater” of 
those events, is today definable thanks to the mathematical formulas deduced just from the 
“Code” of Khufu and Khephren.  
 That “posthumous dater” hour exists, thanks to the previous work of two great investigators:  
Melloni and Folghereiter.  They with other less you notice students of the time, sacrificed great 
part of their existence in order to discover the geomagnetic28 tie impressed from million of years 
in cliffs, that in logon with the cataclysms and the remote devastation of the Earth.  Our Earth 
was larger, before the impact of the asteroid and v' it was to that time the second moon that still it 
fell on the Earth, creating the great cataclysm in Solar System, where in all probability Charon 
became Pluto satellite.  Which were the physical characteristics of the remote Earth29 before the 
impact? 
 

Mu = Mass of remote Earth =       5,972 24 kg 
V = Volume of remote Earth =      1,083 21 m3 
ρ = Density of the remote Earth =      5514,132 kg/m3 
ω = Angular velocities of remote Earth =     7,292 -5 radsec-1 
γ  = of the orbit around to sun =      17,202 -3 radmedi/day 
rmr = remote equatorial radius =      6390141,915 m 
rpr = remote polar radius =       6372763,454 m 
αr = remote polar crushing =       1/367,704 
∆mr = Mass lacking to the Earth puts into effect them =   1,863 22 kg 
νe = Volume of the mass expelled from Earth =    7,842 18 m3 
rm = medium Radius puts into effect them of the volume sphere equivalent to ellipsoid = 
6371000,018 m 

                                         
26 The SiO molecule is unstable and the stable shape is dioxide silicon SiO2, the decomposition of this molecular geometry, 
joined to those of the main molecules that constitute the famous universe, has been executed in 5° the book on the base of 
the decodification of the Maltese works.  This book contains also the calculations that reconnect the Maltese Code, to the 
Egyptian civilization and the consequent physical constants to connected they, and the determination of the form on the 
luminous and acoustic waves, reported to the elements today you notice and brought back on the periodic table of 
Mendeleev.  The form is accessible to anyone will want to verify of the correctness. 
27 In this text the parameters appear also that identify the possible sequence of the events that have upset ns. the Planet. 
28 The geomagnetic poles of the earth and their way in the time, allow the identification of remote cataclysms.  The 
methodology of calculation of the dater of the great impacts, is based on the led back polar stereographic projection 
to the consistent conical projection of Lambert in the case of h=1.  These calculations brought back in 6° the book, 
demonstrate the agreement with the projections cited from the Authors and complete the scene, with the possibility 
of projections until to the origin of Solar System.  The greatest catastrophe from impact from asteroid, happened in 
all probability, 157 million years ago and from the form, it can be gone back to 36,60 billions of years, at the moment 
of the origin of the universe and the big crunch. 
29 The form places in evidence the fact that these dimensions, already had been codified, in fact the calculation 
methodology considers constantly, the reference with the Code of Khufu and Khephren. 
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Hour we will be able to go away the Earth and to arrive with the speed of the thought, to Sirius 
To and Sirius B and to know their elliptic orbit, drawing it with mathematical precision to 
thousandth the part from the decodification of the “Table from found again make-up” to El 
Amra, going back to the predynastic age of 6000 years ago.   
According to the "Burnham' s Handbook", the eccentricity of the ellipse is 0,7307 of Sirius B;  
while from the Tables it is 0,724, with one variance of the eccentricity of -0,039!  In the scale of 
correlation between the two ellipses of 1/1,037.  The ellipses and the relationship of the 
dimension with planets of the solar system, are to the base of the decodification of all the “Tables 
from make-up” that make part of the job. 
In more recent age, the angle-shot of 21° 48' 5"of the trajectory of approach to the Earth of Sirius 
to the speed of 7,24 km to the second, comes to us indicated with mathematical precision from 
the Cosmic Closing.   
Also the remote “Sacred Knives” in flint of 6000 years ago, riposted in the showcases of the 
Egyptian Museum of Turin to n° the 20096, s' will embed with absolute precision in the 4 points 
cardinals30 of the Cosmic Closing, to confirmation who had been constructed in the absolute 
respect of the Universal Law.   
We could also complete a wonderful travel in our famous cosmos, being based on the route 
indicated in the design "the Astral one" of March 1989, leaving on the route parallel to the 
direction of advance of Sirius towards the Earth and to discover that:  to the 6,36 south31 of the 
astral cap the travel begins cutting Gerusalemme32 reflected in that point of the sky.   
The travel in straight diagonal will make us to cross νOctans and νScorpius in order to reach the 
hours 16,40 south directed towards ΨTaurus  in order to touch εCassiopea and to enter in the 
ellipse of Sirius in order then to reach the 6,32 south and after to have crossed Hercules106, to 
pass to the perfect astral polar centre in order to return to the 6,32 north and 
from here, to fly sent until to Velox Bernardi  the 18,12 and reaching north in 
order to proceed until to the 3,36 north and pass through again the perfect 
centre of the astral cap until returning to the 3,36 south and from here, 
repeating the cut on Gerusalemme on νOctans  and νScorpius  and joints to 
the 16,40sud to have for the perfect Astral centre and to proceed until 
meeting ηErcules  and to lap Hercules29  and 36/37 and to return to the 
16,40 north.  
To this point of the travel, we can decide to return in the Earth and from, 
thanks to the orbiting satellite Hubble Space Telescope, to discover that to 
the dimensions and proportions of the hexagon photographed on the icecap 
of Saturn33 here (the mysterious hexagon was uncovered from the telescope 
spaces them in 1990, but only published in the period of 1992-1993) already 
had been calculated with mathematical exactitude in 6° the book in the 
month of December of 1993. 

                                         
30 They are the points key of the "discovered Password". 
31 They are the references on the celestial cap where the astronomers can define in union with the parallels the exact point 

in which the celestial object is found. 
32 Leaving they give:  "the STARS In YEAR 2000" according to the celestial catalogue of the Yale University Observatory 
1964 and establishing the relationship to climb with our land Sphere, we discover that many are the ancient cities orients 
placed them under... "A Good Star ".....  in fact the cities:  TÁ JZZ, SCHAHPUR, SUSA, ECTABANA, UR And ERIDU, 
BABYLON, QASAR AMIJ, KHIRBAT, DAMASCUS, QASR To the AZRAQ, GERUSALEMME, TA JMÁ, To the GIZAH, 
BENIHASAN, MANFALUT, MEDINA, ASWAN, ABU SIMBEL, NAPATA, the MECCA, NAQA, ADULIS, SADDENGA and 
SESIBI, YENA, are correlated in mutual succession with:  CANCER, distance earth sun of the Cosmic, ECLIPTICAL 
Closing, LION, VERGINE, 31LEO, IZAR of BOOTES, µSERPENS CAPUT, 36/37 and 29 of HERCULES, ηHERCULES 
and adjacent QUASAR, λHERCULES, 109 and 106 HERCULES, 21AQUILA, βAQUILA, γSAGITTA, β and 
εDELPHINUS, 59 CYGNUS, 35 and ν of PEGASUS, ζ of CEPHEUS, ν of PEGASUS, ANETEγ ALGENIB, ςPISCES, 
TAURUS, and ε of CASSIOPEA, ξ of CETUS, ψ of  TAURUS, CAPRICORNO, γ of VIRGO, β and ACRAB of SCORPIUS. 
33 The mysterious hexagon place on the icecap of Saturn, will demand engagement very in order to identify of the nature; 
but its dimensions already were incorporated in the "Cosmic Closing" (the basic Design on which the Codes of 
mathematical conversion are melted dictate to you from Khufu and Khephren) in perfect mathematical scale. 
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In the study of the works realized from the remote civilizations, emerge far objects 34 25000 and 
more years ago and between these are discovered perfectly recorded the Cosmic parameters of the 
plan, executed from the sculptor Artist.   
I refer to two archaeological find of that time of inestimable scientific value:  “the Beauty of 
Lespugue35” and “the Beauty of Willendorf” pertaining respective to the «Pirenaico-Aquitano» 
group and IV Danube the «Renano group».   
These Works of prehistoric Art were realized from Artists who the students modern define “of 
vanguard”, because these works were visibly various from the others found again in the same 
territories.   
The students of Archaeology will be able to see in the designs that I have decomposed with the 
“Code”, than in those stone bodies are inborn the “Universal Code” that becomes part in rigid 
mathematical scale, with the parameters of the “Cosmic Closing”.   
“The Beauty of Willendorf”, has recorded also the term used in the text “Aphorisms and speeches 
of the Buddha” that refers to the “Saint Mother who give birth on the Flank”, second the 
Universal Law that she sanctions that this is the “Mother of the Messiah”!   
Sure in order to comprise this jargon, it must approach the designs that represent in the diagram 
and the sacred witnesses of reference. 
 
.....  “Naturally to every gash of Light that is produced in the acquaintance of the 
Laws that govern the Universe, to the man it is up the obligation of the greater 
respect of the Universal Laws that us have been handed on in the millennia36”.... 
 
I comprise your state of mind, beloveds readers, but not there are 
other words in order to at least express that that has been 
uncovered, until to contrary test.   
Finally I assert in full conscience that:  the content of the Work 
does not belong to me and thinks that it is Sacred, because it 
comes exactly from the “Code Universal” transmitted to us and 
rendered obvious in this time; I have characterized the reading 
key in order to approach that secret; but they have not been I to 
have created nothing!   
The Code is secret in the immortal works, realized from the 
ancient Civilizations and between main like hour know also you, they are the Pyramids of Khufu 
and Khephren.  To this point I must leave you your reflections and while job for you, you salute 
cordial:   
 
Pier Luigi Tenci 
 
Pierluigi.tenci@tiscali.it 
        
 

 
 

                                         
34 Beauties of which reference is made, belongs to ages comprised between 40000 and 25000 years ago and came decoded 
in my job, in designs realizes in the June of 1991 and their points cardinals to you of the architectonic structure, inserted in 
the "Cosmic Closing" that coincides in perfect mathematical scale, with the scale of Front, second Asia the equidistant 
conical projection of Delisle, in brought back scale 1 to 12000000 in the Great Geographic Atlas De Agostini. 
35 From its references in the "Cosmic Closing", its abdomen resides to the inside of the Sacred triangle of 800/12mi of side 
and I have redefined it symbolically "the Mother of Skies and the Earth". 
36 This is the concept that is to the base of the conservation of the human species, is the main Commandment that learns 
from the study of the Sacred witnesses joints until to our time, in their version it originates them and coming from all the 
parts of the earth. 
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STRUCTURE and CONTAINED of the books that constitute 
the “Code” 

 
Title: 
 
1sth  book:  “The Cosmic Closing”37 
2nd  book:   “Before the Sacred Sphinx”38  
3rd  book:   “The Era Of the Sacred Sphinx”39 
4th  book:   “The Great Legend”40 
5th  book:   “The Sound Of the man”41 
6th  book:   “The Earth is itself”42 
7th   book:   “The Universal Cosmic Tables”43 

                                         
37 It contains the origin of the discovery of the going back Code to February 1989 and the drawing up of first is made 
of the calculations on Solar System, second bases the relationships to you of Khufu and Khephren.  It contains the 
geometric relation of the projection of the ancient cities of Front Asia on the brought back Celestial Time like on:  
"the STARS In YEAR 2000" according to the celestial catalogue of the Yale University Observatory 1964.  It 
contains the decomposition of the first five tables from make-up, the "Turtles and the Ibex", an amulet to shape of 
head of Taurus, and a God being that a knife resists, the recording representative "eternity breast-feeding" and the 
main Egyptian Symbols.  The archaeological find decomposed they go back to the ages predynastic and of end V 
dynasty.  These archaeological find are brought back in the text:  "the PHARAOHS The TIME Of the PYRAMIDS" 
Bur Rizzoli Art. 
38 It contains the evolution of the mathematical and graphical decomposition of the until to the discovery of the tie with the 
Sphinx of To the Gizà to the Cairo.  In particular in this text, they are decodes the archaeological finds to you predynastic 
held near the Egyptian Museum of Turin numbered:  15614-20093-15609-15687-17525-16396-15622-15594-15615-
14612-15583-15598-15597-15596-20096-15604- and others two, of which I do not decide of the recording number.  From 
some of these archaeological finds the form for the calculation of the "Plutoniana", that is the diameters respective of Pluto 
and Charon is originated.  The first geometric formulation of the "Solar Quadrant" is had 
39 It second contains the Astronomical ties the relationships of Khufu and Khephren, reported to Solar System and to the 
universe known, in their mathematical reference with the "Sacred Sphinx " and the earth of Front Asia and to the points 
cardinals of "password", decodification of the "Code" on table 23, of the "Great Geographic Atlas De Agostini". 
40 It contains the definitive phase of the mathematical and geometric structuring of the calendar of the "Solar Quadrant", 
obtained from the decodification of the numbers brought back from the remote civilizations of Asia and the decomposition 
of all the main architectonic works of Asia and the Mayan civilizations, Atzeca, Inca.  
41 It contains the calculations that reconnect the Maltese Code to the Egyptian civilization and the consequent physical 
constants to connected they, and the determination of the form, on the luminous and acoustic waves reported to the 
elements today you notice and brought back on the periodic table of Mendeleev.  It contains the tables and the form that the 
sound of the elements in the human body defines ""; that is the calculation of the acoustic vibrations, directly connected to 
the atomic radius of the constituent elements our body.  From this they mathematical relation, comes to us explained the 
reason of the many conferences that will precede the attribution of put into effect them value of the chorister of 439,971Hz.  
It comes to us also illustrated the tie between the stereographic representation of the 32 crystallographic classes in their 
monometric state and like the elementary beings which the Diatoms, whose protoplasm cellular it is contained in a siliceous 
covering, geometrically are structured in the exact relationships of the Code brought back on the "Cosmic Closing" and the 
"Great Star".  It contains also the decomposition of main present molecules in the Universe and comes represented "the 
Atom of Bohr 1913 H2" and the main diagrams of the laws thermodynamics of physics. 
 
42 It contains the forms for the determination of the calendar of the great land cataclysms sin from the origin of our Solar 
System, let alone all the forms and the calculations in order to ago go back to the physical characteristics of the earth before 
the immense devastation of 157 million of years, which had to the fall of an immense asteroid.  It contains also the relative 
calculations you to the "Cosmic Cone"; that is to the form that allows us symbolically to approach the “after world” 
through the "Umbilical Cord" representative, the "Provisions for a journey" of support for the passage between the various 
dimensions. 
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Common subtitle to all the books:44: 
 
To 31° the Age Buddhista In the Time Of the 80000 Years  
In the Reign of the “Turn man” Of the Wheel King Sankha  
In the time of the Sublime Metteyya (bibl. ref..). 

 
 
Religious content 45 
 
The work resumes the content of the Sacred Witnesses originates them, as they are 
joints until to we from several the people of the Earth sin from the remoter times.  
Between these witnesses there are also the Gospels Gnostic that bring back the 
content of the tables of Nag Hammadi, discoveries recently in Egypt. 
 
 
Scientific content 
 
Beyond to the analytical study of Solar System and the famous universe, using the 
Code, has been deciphered and confronted following constant physics46: 
 
Mathematical relation between the physical constants and chemistries of our science experiences 
them and the constants tied to the Code of Khufu and Khephren and values of the «Mathematical 
approximation of correlation»47 m.a.o.c 
 
1. Cosmic Module M 48  Transcendent irrational number =     4,766363634  
2. Pi Greco µ:   Transcendent irrational number =      3,14159265359 
3. Pi Greco µ: from the Generatrix 49 to work of the product for the Code the Cosmic Closing is originated to whose 

median circumference of diameter =            100 µM =1497,397298 mm 
4. Sacred Cubit: C.S. =         0,524300005 m 
5. m.a.o.c. between the µ and the M        0.00750 ppm 
6. Generatrix: =          365,7906975 

                                                                                                                                           
43 It contains the collection of all the designs in perfect mathematical scale and geometric, second the relationships of 
Khufu and Khephren, it develops to you during the municipal and brought back studies in temporal sequence in the 7 
books. 
  
44 The terminology is draft from the text:  Aphorisms and Speeches of the Buddha edited by Mario Piantelli 
45 The messages transmitted from the remote civilizations, are unavoidable from the sacredness of the Creator and 
therefore no work that had to carry the Message of the Origin has been completed to outside of the respect of the 
Universal Law.  In the last centuries, the man has entered a road that account does not hold in the due, the Messages 
of the Origin and that more is not granted in Was of the "Sacred Sfinge".  This is one taken mine of conscience to 
which they are reached being how much emerges from the Message transmitted to us, rendered intelligible through 
the Code of Khufu and Khephren. 
46 The forms of calculation of the constant new physical discoveries and the relationships with those existing, are 
distributed in all the 7 books and are carried out also second the logarithms obtained from the decodification of the numbers 
of the Buddha, therefore in some cases the calculation of the constant is repeated two times. 
47 The temporal functions are correlated to the linear dimension, through algebraic and    expressions that express in usual 
terms the mathematical relations of the µM, of the µ and of relatives to you multiple and submultiples. 
48 The "Cosmic Module", the Sacred Cubit, p and the dimensions of the "Plutoniana" mathematically are tied between they 
and have origin in the Stele of King Narmer I, from 20^ the part of the removal of the diameter of Mars put into effect 
them, from the diameter of Jupiter both according to the Code of conversion of Khufu 
49 Mathematical parameter deriving from the Code on which the "Cosmic Closing" is based. 
50 The relation is based on the Universal Parameters second Buddha. 
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7. m.a.o.c. between the M, the µ and the Sacred Cubit,  
             second logarithms decode from the numbers of the Buddha 51          0,025 ppm 
8. m.a.o.c. between  the M, and µ diameter of the Earth put into effect them according to the Code of Khufu 

            788,468 ppm 
9. m.a.o.c. between  the M, the µ and the precessional constant 52 = 5µM =74,86986491  0,000 ppm 

10. Mayan temporal constant 53: µM =          14,97397298 

11. m.a.o.c. between  the M the µ and the “e” number: 2,718281828    8,71ppm 

12. m.a.o.c. between  the M the µ, and the light velocity: 2,99792458 x108 ms-1  

 and the solar diameter:  1,392x109 m      1,603ppm 

13. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the gravitational constant:    6,672x10-11 Nm2kg-2 

            0,584ppm 

14. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the Plank constant: 6,626176x10-34 Js   6,901ppm 

15. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ on elementary charge:   1,6021892x1019 C 3,561ppm 

16. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the electronics mass a repose: 9,109534x10-31 kg 0,823ppm 

17. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the unit of atomic mass:  1,6605655x10-26 kg 0,103ppm 

18. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the Avogadro constant:  6,022045x10-27 mol-1 39,515ppm 

19. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the Boltzman constant:  1,380622x10-23 JK-1 8,659ppm 

20. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ over perfect molar gas volume: 0,02241383 m3mol-1 65,897ppm 

21. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the gravity force:   9,81 ms-1 at 45° latitude 0,002ppm 

22. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the molar gas constant:  8,31441 Jmol-1K-1  7,97ppm 

23. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the vacuum permittivity:  8,854187818-12 Fm-1 6,237ppm 

24. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the vacuum permeability:  1,256637061x10-6 Hm-1 16,204ppm 

25. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the Faraday constant:  9,6485309x104 Cmol-1 F 619ppm 

26. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the proton quiet mass:  1,6726231x1027 kg mp  1,00727661Up 

            0,074ppm 

27. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the neutron quiet mass: 1,674919x10-27 kg mn   1,0086652Un 

            0,408ppm 

28. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the Rydberg constant: 1,0973731534x10-7 m-1 R 8  1,880ppm 

29. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the Bohr magnetone: 9,2740154x10-24 V-1s-1 pB  4,557ppm 

30. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the nuclear magnetone: 5,0507866x10-27 Jm2V-1s-1 pn 0,153ppm 

31. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and  Bohr radius:  52,9177249 pm 10-12 m  11,675ppm 

32. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the electron magnetic moment on Bohr’s magneto: pe/pb=  1,0011596389 

            0.0000ppm 

33. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the proton quiet mass: 1,00727661 Up, the chorister A 0 of 27,5 Hz  

 and the   Cosmic Closing parameters      0,0000ppm 

34. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the neutron quiet mass: 1,0086652 Un   0,491ppm 

35. m.a.o.c. between the M the µ and the electron charge ec x 2,9979 UES = 4,8032030003x10-10 F 0,935ppm 

36. The elementary step:               G54/103= 3,551365995 dove G = 365,7906973 

37. Interval of solar visible phantom           8001,865 – 4005,904  Armstrong 

                                         
51 From the decomposition of the numbers contained in the text "Aphorisms and Speeches of the Buddha" you see 
bibliography. 
52 Drift from the distance from the centre of the "Cosmic Closing" to 3° the point of the "Password" of decodification of the 
Code. 
53 The Great Legend of the text comes down from the decodification of the numbers brought back in the 

"MAHAPADANASUTTANTA" "Aphorisms and Speeches of the Buddha", in correlation to the tropical time of 
1148,21073 years and the Mayan calendar 286,40 - 846,34 b.C. 

 
54 The "Generatrix" of the "Cosmic Closing" agrees where resides "password" of reading of the Code. 
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38. The elementary A chorister         439,971Hz 

39. Relationship between the steps of the elements and the 55 and the O2
+ of 112 Pico meters =        1.001179704 

40. Relative speeds of spin between the Generatrix and the Solar Quadrant =117°55’45”/90°=  1,31032419 

41. Solar step 56 = years on degree of turn = 23323,18387/360°=               64,78662186 

42. Temporal constant of  rotation57 =  55,00750908 = A10 that is year of correspondence to hydrogen58 

43. Solar constant59                 62,83185307 years mm-1 

44. Constant of, Cosmic Cone 60       1,70300496 

45. Angle of, Cosmic Cone        74°55’30”1 

46. Homogenous temporal constant 61      1.592908599x10-6 mm/years 

47. Ages of the universe 62        36,6047124x109 years 

48. Years universal mass of the, Earth puts into effect them    5,97294627x1024 kg 

49. Earth volume         1,083206926x1021 m3 

50. Earth density         5514,132275 kg/m3 

51. Earth angular velocity       7,292115855x10-5 rad sec-1 

52. Average rad /day of the orbit around to Sun      17,20279126x10-3 

53. Precession of the earth puts into effect them     25785,91325 years 

54. Medium radius puts into effect them of the volume sphere equivalent to ellipsoid 6371000,018 m 

55. Universal gravities of reference       9.818144805 msec-2 

56. Equatorial radius         6378137 m 

57. Polar radius         6356750,004 m 

58. Polar crushing         1/298,225 

59. Equatorial gravities        9,7803090 msec-2 

60. Polar gravities         9,832164198 msec-2 

61. Cosmic radius 63         6380931,998 m 

62. Radius of the Cosmic Aura one to smaller energy 64     9237842,180 m 

63. Radius of Cosmic Aura to the greater energy     92400750,180 m 

64. Period of oscillation of Cosmic Aura       11,4803284 years 

65. gravities of the 135065 Buddha logarithm      9,809999614 msec-2 

66. Cosmic Module gravities66        9,809976861 msec-2 

67. Normal Cosmic gravities 67        9,80998824 msec-2 

68. Cosmic gravities         9,826301408 msec-2 

                                         
55 They derive from the decodification of the Maltese Works. 
56 From The "Solar Quadrant". 
57 Drift from the decodification of the Maltese Works.   
58 In 5° the book it has been identified the mathematical relation, between the elements and the wavelengths, is acoustics 
that of the visible phantom, also in correlation with the human body. 
59 From The "Solar Quadrant" 
60 Deriving from the decomposition of the geometric parameters of the molecule of SiO according to the Code. 
61 From the diagram modernized according to the Code of the land cataclysms. 
62 From the calculation on the led back polar stereographic projection to the consistent conical projection of Lambert in the 
case of h=1. according to the Code. 
63 Drift from the calculations on "Physics of the solid Earth" according to the Code brought back in 6° the book "the Earth 
is if Same" 
64 Drift from the calculations on "Physics of the solid Earth" according to the Code brought back in 6° the book "the Earth 
is if Same" 
65 On the base of the calculations on the numbers brought back in the text "Aphorisms and speeches of the Buddha" 
66 Employee from the value of the "Cosmic Module" according to the Code brought back in 6° the book "the Earth are if 
Same" 
67 Drift from the calculations on "Physics of the solid Earth" according to the Code brought back in 6° the book "the Earth 
is if Same" 
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69. Medium remote eccentricity constant68      1.00128179 

70. Remote equatorial radius        6390141,915 m 

71. Remote polar radius        6372763,454 m 

72. Remote polar crushing        1/367,7047072 

73. Mass of remote Earth        5,991583678x1024 

74. Remote volume                    1,088280778x1021 m3 

75. Remote density of Earth        5505,549486 kg/m3 

76. Mass lacking to the Earth puts into effect them     1,8637407x1022 kg 

77. Volume of the mass expelled from the Earth      7,84263683x1018 m3  

 
 
 
 

At just moment there is the first book, in Italian language named: «La Chiusura Cosmica», that exploited “The First 
Revelation” of this discovery. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                         
68 Physical Characteristics of the Earth before 157  million years ago 
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